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Introduction

The events that have transpired in the two years preceding Covid-19 have

demonstrated that the world needs to improve its method of preventing and

stopping the spread of infectious diseases and viruses. Current standard

procedures implemented by the World Health Organization include the

distribution of protective gear to healthcare officials, isolation of affected

individuals, and worldwide sanitation and waste disposal methods. However,

even with worldwide implementation of safety measures, viruses such as Ebola

have not been caught early enough, and previous prevention has not worked.

The virus spread internationally, damaging economies and taking the lives of

many civilians. Due to covid-19, over 4 million people have died, leading to the

conclusion that action needs to be taken to improve the protocol for the spread

of infectious diseases applicable to all countries regardless of development or

economic situation.
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Definition of Key Terms

Epidemic: A widespread occurrence of an infectious disease in a community at

a particular time.

Pandemic: A virus or disease prevalent over an entire country or the world.

Virus: An infectious agent that is able to multiply only within the living cells of a

host.

PPE: Personal protective equipment, including gloves, helmets, masks, or other

protective clothing to present the spread of bacteria and pathogens.

General Overview

Recent viruses and epidemics

Viruses and epidemics have been a part of history for as long as mankind has

existed, and due to the connectivity of the world through globalization, these

pathogens have been able to spread at an alarming rate. Most prominently the

epidemics of Ebola and Covid-19 have demonstrated the need for

improvements in the worldwide containment of infectious diseases, with millions

of fatalities across the globe. Vaccines have been successful in combating

viruses such as Polio, with its 1955 invention, and now with the Covid-19 vaccine

showing promising results in lowering the fatality rate. However, diseases without

a vaccine, such as Cholera and Dengue, followed by Hepatitis and Meningitis in

2008, outbreaks continue to occur, spreading throughout nations. Dengue,

cholera, yellow fever, and meningitis are continuously recurring, not yet

eradicated by vaccines. Due to their nature, it is also imperative to stop the
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spread of such common viruses, as their resurgence might cause the creation of

new variants (as seen with the H1N1 virus) and pose an additional threat. It must

be taken into account, however, the current and most pressing matter of the

Covid-19 pandemic, as it continues to affect the world at this current moment.

Wealth disparity

Wealth disparity has presented itself as a major challenge for combating the

spread of viruses and diseases. Access to disinfection machines, PPE, hospital

space, etc. greatly vary across nations. Therefore it is important to not only

consider what can be done to stop the spread of viruses, but what is possible

considering the available funding and realistic possibilities. In recent years,

grants played the largest roles in providing funding for virus and pandemic relief.

As of June 27th, investments to stop the spread of Covid-19 have totalled up to

$291.2 billion across the globe, with the largest contributors being the European

Union, the International Monetary Fund, and the European Investment Bank.

Grants however, are specifically targeted to solve a single goal, in this case

being the development of the Covid-19 vaccine. This causes an issue if there

are several infectious diseases simultaneously circulating, as not enough

resources are allocated to preventing both simultaneously. Nations such as New

Zealand, Iceland, Denmark, and Saudi Arabia have ranked best when it comes

to the containment of Covid-19, with a strong correlation being country's

equipped with the funding and resources to combat the virus. Evidently, nations

such as India, Iran, and Peru, who lack the resources to contain the virus, have

obtained the most fatalities. In addition to fatalities, other issues stemming from

viruses are unemployment, destruction of low income jobs, lack of access to
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digital paying platforms, and lack of vaccine distribution between nations. All

problems that must be addressed.

Major Parties Involved and Their Views

Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC):

The CDC, or Center for Disease Control and Prevention, functions as the United

States of America's center for conducting research and providing health

information against dangerous health threats. Their views comprise mainly about

protecting the nation and fighting communicable diseases, regardless if they

are international or not. Their views focus heavily on the wellbeing of the United

State of America, and are based out of Washington D.C. Within the CDC itself,

the CDC Federal Advisory Committees provide information and work with ethics,

all related to the spreading of disease and harmful substances. In the past year

the CDC has been greatly affected by Covid-19, not in the physical manner,

but in the spread of misinformation. Catalyzed by various individuals and the

media, misinformation has threatened to reduce the credibility of the

organization as well as making it difficult to communicate correct practices to

the general public, constantly being met with suspicion.

The Red Cross:

The Red Cross is an organization that assists in emergency response for health

issues internationally. Recently the Red Cross has assisted in providing Covid-19
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care in areas where it is not available. Their view and message is centered

around brining assistance to those in need without discrimination, and to

alliviate human suffering wherever it can be found. A difficulty is that many in

this organization are trained volunteers, not medical doctors, however the Red

Cross has contributed greatly to Covid relief by providing support to victims,

families, as well as operating as a healthcare center for non-covid affected

people For the Red Cross it is imperative that diseases and viruses are contained

effectively so that they can continue to operate in areas that need medical

assistance not relating to covid, and can focus their staff in those areas, as they

have been impacted by the influx of individuals requiring aid.

Doctors Without Borders:

Doctors Without Borders shares similar views as the Red Cross, functioning as a

team of individuals who go to various locations to deliver medical assistance

where it may not be available. Now they are currently traveling to the frontlines

of Covid outbreak to administer vaccinations and medical aid to areas that

have not yet received the global vaccine rollout. Their goal is to provide

accessibility of medical care to everyone, regardless of socioeconomic

situation, ethnicity, or nationality. In addition, during the period from March

through December 2020, the organization provided technical, training, or

material support to more than 778 health facilities, and to 156 hospitals and

treatment centers. One of their key missions is to continue providing life saving

emergency care amid the pandemic, a goal that has been negatively

impacted by the shortage of medical professionals and hospital space. Doctors
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Without Borders continues to fight against prevalent diseases, and provide

critical aid and information to developing nations.

Timeline of Events

Date Description of event

June 1918

February 1954

January, 2009

Influenza (H1N1) pandemic breaks out in the United States, first

being detected among military personnel. The virus infected over

500 million people and is seen as one of the most major

pandemics in recent history.

The polio vaccine was invented by Jonas Salk and was

administered to American schoolchildren, effectively combating

the millions of deaths caused by Polio per year.

A new strain of the H1N1 virus emerged, dubbed “Swine Flu” due

to its believed origin in pigs, causing the first global pandemic in 40

years. Although not as widespread as the previous influenza

outbreak, it caused 17,000 fatalities as a result.

December 2013

January 2020

The Ebola outbreak began in Congo or in surrounding regions as a

result of contact between animals, and caused a staggering

number of fatalities, reaching an estimated 12, 000 deaths and

caused economic damage to many countries in Africa.

The still ongoing Covid-19 pandemic originating in Wuhan China

emerged in late 2019 and early 2020, going on to spread

worldwide. The current estimated infected individuals is 191 million,
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with over 4 million deaths worldwide as a result.

UN involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events

●   The Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary

Measures was issued in May of 1998 by the World Health Organization. It

assures that food products are meeting a certain safety standard in order

to prevent the spread of disease and transmission from animals to

humans. It allows countries to set their own regulations, however they must

be backed by scientific studies proving their safety. The regulations must

meet with standard conditions of human safety and health. Sanitary

measures include restrictions on trade as well as encouraging

international food safety standards to be higher than on a national level.

This agreement ensures that minimal disease will spread to humans and

plants as well as protecting the transmission of disease through

international trade.

● The Agreements on Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights

became effective January 1st of 1995. This agreement is an international

legal agreement between all the member nations of the World Trade

Organization. Regarding the transmission of communicable diseases, the

agreement allows for countries to expedite medication or vaccines if they

do not have access to them, as well as providing transparency relating to

measures taken to stop the spread of the virus. Each member country is
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required to keep updated information on the situation regarding the virus

as well as updating policies enforced by the WHO.

● The United Nations Mission for Ebola Emergency Response, was issued July

2014 by the Security Council in response to the spread of the Ebola virus.

This response initially implemented temporary restrictions and sanitation

methods. However as the virus spread and transitioned into a global

health crisis, these regulations were put in place to curb the international

spread of disease and the irrespective origin. Furthermore, the openness

of these regulations mean that they now follow an “all-hazards

approach,” where the accidental or intentional release of biological,

chemical, or radiological agents could fall within the purview of the

regulations especially if it leads to the international spread of disease.

● UN Comprehensive Response to COVID-19 was released on the 25th of

June 2020 with the main goals of delivering a large scale coordinated

and comprehensive health response, adoption of policies that address

the faviatiating socioeconomic, humanitarian and human rights aspects

of the crisis, as well as a recovery process that builds back better. The

response aimed to deliver a global response that leaves no-one behind,

build resilience to future shocks, overcome the severe and systemic

inequalities exposed by the pandemic, and most importantly reduce the

world's vulnerability to future pandemics.

● Covid-19 Vaccines Global Access, or COVAX was spearheaded by the

World Health Organization, European Commission, and the Government
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of France to establish equitable access to Covid-19 vaccinations across

the world. Founded in 2020 and directed by Gavi and the Vaccine

Alliance, COVAX has succeeded in speeding up the manufacturing

process and supplied doses for at least 20% of a countries population,

raising US$10 billion, written legally-binding commitments for up to 4.5

billion vaccine doses, and 240 million vaccines being donated to 139

nations in six months. Going forward, COVAX wishes to increase its

donations as well as establish manufacturing and testing facilities to

further stop the spread of the Delta Variant of Covid-19.

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue

In 2013 the Ebola epidemic began, and efforts to improve and contain the

disease involved an improvement to personal hygiene such as frequently

washing hands, as well as complete isolation of those infected. Travel bans were

instituted however not as widely followed. Implementations such as isolation and

improved sanitization of hands and water sources worked to contain the

spread. Recently a vaccine was developed and approved, now being

administered in several African countries. In 2020 the Coronavirus pandemic

allowed for more widespread measures to be put in place to avoid the spread

of the highly contagious virus. Similar to the Ebola outbreak, personal measures

such as frequent hand washing are encouraged, as well as complete isolation

of infected individuals. However as the pandemic became more widespread,

lockdown, quarantine, masks mandates, and the highly contentious travel ban

was instituted. Although complete quarantine contained the spread, success
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came in the form of vaccinations which reduce fatalities. However due to the

globalization of the pandemic, every country uses slightly differing measures.

Making it difficult to implement a worldwide containment strategy.

Possible Solutions

Although current measures are plausible in theory, wealth disparity and lack of

access to resources have made it difficult to implement a worldwide standard. It

is imperative that countries work together to find a solution or set of regulations

that suit the needs of every nation, regardless of development, GDP, and

resource accessibility. In finding a solution that functions for every nation, the

spread of future and ongoing viruses and epidemics will be more successful.

Regulations may look like mandatory closed borders or set health guidelines the

population can follow. The main difficulties in improving the stop of viruses and

epidemics follow under three main categories. Firstly, socioeconomic state;

some nations lack access to sanitation equipment and healthcare required to

stop the spread of the pathogen. Secondly, constitutional rights; rules that might

be implemented under one government may not be applicable to the

government of another country. Lastly, in international relations; the world is

largely interconnected, therefore countries must collaborate to achieve

international guidelines and agreements. International agreements such as aid

in transporting vital drugs and vaccines, or a fund to assist nations with a lower

income are possible solutions. In summation, solutions must exercise appropriate

legal power, have distributive justice, and be applicable to other nations as well.
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Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)

SDG 3: which aims to improve the health and well-being of the world

population.
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